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Leadership priorities

getting your Head straight

• 50%  Where are we heading? (Clarity of vision)

• 20%  What needs amending? (Culture change)

• 10%  How can we do it? (Action planning)

• 10%  Knitting it together (Monitoring)

• 10%  Walking the talk (Modelling)

Vision – the basic choice

The Efficient School

• Results – any way you can 
get ’em
– sometimes including gaming

• Plus
– Fine words

– Team sports

– Arts achievement

– Ofsted grade

– PISAphilia

The Expansive School

• Results – the right way

AND, even more importantly
– A serious commitment to 

finding ever more practical 
and reliable ways to cultivate 
valuable, transferable real-
world capabilities and 
dispositions – as valued 
residues in their own right

The Vital Dimension –

call it what you will…

• Key competencies / competences

• Soft / wider /non-cognitive skills

• Habits of mind

• Character strengths

• Learning dispositions

• Capabilities

• Attitudes

• …..

Precisely specified…

• Personal: 

– self-control, long-term goals, concentration

• Social: 

– kindness, honesty, empathy, tolerance

• Epistemic: 

– curiosity, determination, imagination, collaboration

Epistemic apprenticeship

The Efficient School
• Retention

• Discussion

• Justification 

• Tight manipulation

• Calculation

• ‘Knocking out small essays’

• Following instructions

• Accepting correction

• ……….

The Expansive School
• asking interesting questions;    

• checking what we are told;    

• thinking on our feet;    

• designing our own learning;    

• making good use of resources;    

• harnessing our imaginations;    

• unearthing problems;    

• being bold and trying new things;    

• helping ourselves when we are stuck;     

• checking and improving our own work;   

• seeking and valuing feedback;     

• working well in different groups;     

• listening carefully and respectfully; 

• concentrating despite distractions; 
• …….
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What needs to change?

The culture of the school

– Pervasive messages about learning
• Recognition, encouragement and celebration of 

learning, in all its messy, faltering glory

– Key metaphor for mind and intelligence
• ‘Bright’ does not mean producing fast, right, easy 

answers to well-formed questions

Changing conceptions of intelligence

• A response to uncertainty

– “Intelligence is knowing what to do when you 
don’t know what to do”  Jean Piaget

• Malleable
– “The idea that intelligence is a fixed quantity is 

deplorable…a brutal pessimism…Before 
learning subjects, learners should be given 
lessons in mental orthopedics: in a word, they 
must learn how to learn”  Alfred Binet

• Componential
– “Intelligence is the sum total of your habits of 

mind”  Lauren Resnick

What needs to change?

Classroom methods to stretch…

– Adventurousness

– Determination

– Social sophistication

– Reflection 

– ……………

• ‘In my old school they just gave you harder 
and harder worksheets. But here they 
really stretch you to learn in different 
ways. You get lots of encouragement so 
you learn to keep going and ‘dig deep’ 
when things get difficult. Now I always like 
to see if I can take things one step further’ 
(Tom,15)

• ‘If something’s hard you don’t want to say 
‘Oh this is hard, this is hard, I’ll just skip it’. 
You try because the best thing is, if you 
don’t try what’s the point? Because when 
you grow up you might come to some 
answer you’ll still not know, and you can’t 
skip it then.’ (Daneisha, 6)
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What needs to change?

• “The remarkable 
feature of the evidence 
is that the greatest 
effects on pupils’ 
achievement occur 
when teachers become 
learners of their own 
teaching, and when 
students become their 
own teachers.”

– John Hattie

Being a model 

learner
• Teaching aloud
• Visible projects
• Notice my fallibility
• Your learning life

Leadership –

The Ten Commandments

1. AND: Both Character and Grades, not Either/Or

2. MENTAL HABITS, not Fixed Ability

3. IMPROVEMENT, not Achievement

4. ALL STUDENTS, not just High or Low Achievers

5. PRECISION, not “Potential” 

6. TEACHER HABIT CHANGE, not Curriculum / Assessment

7. SCHOOL CULTURE CHANGE, not Implementation

8. PATIENCE / PERSISTENCE, not Badge-collecting

9. MONITORING, not Wishful Thinking

10. MODELLING, not Rhetoric

The 11th Commandment

• Hold to your course 
despite changes in the 
political wind

• Politics is
– Short-term

– Simplistic

– Sound-bites

– Fearful 

• School Principals are 
the key to the future

• www.buildinglearningpower.co.uk

• guy.claxton@winchester.ac.uk
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